**Match Winner**

7010  SOLLARS, LARRY  
CUMMING, GA  -  USA  
HM 199 - 11  
LEECH CUP TROPHY PLAQUE AND $50  
Shootoff 99 - 6

**Match 2nd**

7145  COLYER, THOMAS  
HARRIMAN, TN  -  USA  
HM 198 - 8  
NRA AWARD

**Match 3rd**

7009  CROWE, PHILLIP R  
CULLMAN, AL  -  USA  
HM 198 - 8  
NRA AWARD

---

**Competitor Ranking by Category**

*(Ranking is compiled before awards are distributed)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Category</th>
<th>21 - Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. HM 199 - 11 | 7010 - SOLLARS, LARRY  
No Category  
LAR  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 2. HM 198 - 8 | 7145 - COLYER, THOMAS  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 3. HM 198 - 8 | 7009 - CROWE, PHILLIP R  
No Category  
*LT, LAR  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 4. HM 198 - 7 | 7012 - UPDIKE, JOHN  
No Category  
S, LAR  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 5. HM 197 - 9 | 7108 - GUSTIN, ROBERT A  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 6. HM 197 - 8 | 7068 - ROWE, KIMBERLY  
No Category  
GS, VET, LAR  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 7. HM 196 - 8 | 7082 - GRAHAM, JEFFREY A  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 8. HM 196 - 8 | 7128 - LEBLANC, RONALD C  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 9. HM 195 - 5 | 7101 - GUERCIO, THOMAS A  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 10. MA 192 - 6 | 7091 - DIEHL, JAMES M  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 11. HM 192 - 5 | 7020 - VAUGHAN, BILL  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 12. HM 188 - 5 | 7001 - LITTLE, JACK  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 13. HM 188 - 3 | 7019 - HUSKINS, D E  
No Category  
GS, VET  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 14. HM 187 - 4 | 7018 - THEURER, RUSS  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 15. MA 170 - 1 | 7005 - SINGLETON, EARL  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 16. HM 195 - 5 | 7128 - LEBLANC, RONALD C  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 17. HM 195 - 5 | 7061 - SOKOLOWSKI, JIM  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 18. HM 195 - 5 | 7101 - GUERCIO, THOMAS A  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 19. MA 192 - 6 | 7091 - DIEHL, JAMES M  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 20. HM 192 - 5 | 7020 - VAUGHAN, BILL  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 21. EX 10 - 1 | 7040 - HAGEN, RONALD D  
No Category  
GS, VET  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |

---

**Complete Competitor Ranking**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Category</th>
<th>21 - Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. HM 199 - 11 | 7010 - SOLLARS, LARRY  
No Category  
LAR  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 2. HM 198 - 8 | 7145 - COLYER, THOMAS  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 3. HM 198 - 8 | 7009 - CROWE, PHILLIP R  
No Category  
*LT, LAR  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 4. HM 198 - 7 | 7012 - UPDIKE, JOHN  
No Category  
S, LAR  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 5. HM 197 - 9 | 7108 - GUSTIN, ROBERT A  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 6. HM 197 - 8 | 7068 - ROWE, KIMBERLY  
No Category  
GS, VET, LAR  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 7. HM 196 - 8 | 7082 - GRAHAM, JEFFREY A  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 8. HM 196 - 8 | 7128 - LEBLANC, RONALD C  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 9. HM 195 - 5 | 7101 - GUERCIO, THOMAS A  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 10. MA 192 - 6 | 7091 - DIEHL, JAMES M  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 11. HM 192 - 5 | 7020 - VAUGHAN, BILL  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 12. HM 188 - 5 | 7001 - LITTLE, JACK  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 13. HM 188 - 3 | 7019 - HUSKINS, D E  
No Category  
GS, VET  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 14. HM 187 - 4 | 7018 - THEURER, RUSS  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 15. MA 170 - 1 | 7005 - SINGLETON, EARL  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 16. HM 195 - 5 | 7061 - SOKOLOWSKI, JIM  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 17. HM 195 - 5 | 7101 - GUERCIO, THOMAS A  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 18. MA 192 - 6 | 7091 - DIEHL, JAMES M  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 19. HM 192 - 5 | 7020 - VAUGHAN, BILL  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 20. HM 188 - 5 | 7001 - LITTLE, JACK  
No Category  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |
| 21. EX 10 - 1 | 7040 - HAGEN, RONALD D  
No Category  
GS, VET  
Any Rifle - NRA Rule 3.2 (Sights as match rules specify) |

---

**Tie = Unbreakable Tie**
MATCH 534 — LEECH CUP MATCH
1000 yds, slow fire, prone, 20 shots